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“The GLOBAL GOALS represent the

GREATEST ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY
of our LIFETIME.”

Paul Polman, Unilever CEO.

“Yes, the SDGs matter for the world and for
business. But they’re also complicated.

CHALLENGING. RISKY.”

A United Way corporate partner

We manage the complexity of the global goals so you
can show AUTHENTIC SUSTAINABILITY LEADERSHIP.
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WHERE ARE YOU NOW?
We dive-in to
understand your
current CSR program.

WHO ARE YOUR PEERS?
Data across 130+ ESG
criteria will reveal
opportunities to
improve so you can
measure what matters.

HOW TO GROW?
We equip you with
strategies, partnerships,
and resources to get
you where you want to
go and grow.

WHAT’S THE IMPACT?
We monitor portfolio
performance and
provide narrative and
details to streamline
reporting so you can
lead with confidence.

meet CASEY
Casey leads CSR at a global food
processing company of 35,000
employees generating $15BN in
revenue.
Her team is small and focused on
existing strategies around employee
engagement and demonstrating
strong corporate responsibility to
customers.
She’s aware of the SDGs and has
aligned her CSR strategy to the SDGs
but doesn’t have the knowledge or
resources to go any deeper.

meet ANAND
Anand is CEO of an organic beverage
B-Corps with $218 Million in revenue
and under 200 employees.
His entire business model is purposedriven: the more product he sells, the
better-off the world is because
everything about his product is
steeped in sustainability.
Anand is knowledgeable about the
global goals but doesn’t see a need to
target them directly.
However, he would like to
demonstrate and be recognized for
his sustainability leadership.

meet LEIGH
Leigh directs CSR for a global real
estate company of 80,000
employees and $14BN in revenue.
Her company leads the industry for
CSR. Leigh is highly knowledgeable
about the SDGs and her measures
track to specific indicators.
Delivering value to investors and
generating brand lift through CSR
are her primary motivators.

The COMPLEXITY of the
global goals left Casey
UNCERTAIN about how to
make them relatable to
customers, LIMITED Anand’s
support and MINIMIZED
Leigh’s potential for
delivering deeper outcomes.

we can help CASEY
BASELINE and BENCHMARK. Using proprietary
diagnostics from our partnership with the United
Nations Global Sustainability Index Institute, we’ll
baseline her current program, benchmark against
peers, define strategies to close gaps, and define
an Impact Plan.
ACCELERATE. We’ll help Casey implement her
Impact Plan with impact funds and partners to
take the complexity out of the SDGs.
LEAD. Annual Impact Report delivers the data and
narrative to streamline Casey’s reporting.

we can help ANAND
BASELINE. We deliver the data and details so
Anand can credibly demonstrate thought
leadership.
BENCHMARK. We’ll apply our initial analysis and
identify industry trends for Anand to consider.
ACCELERATE. Setting clear objectives and key
results will prepare Anand to lead. We’ll help him
measure and interpret progress.
LEAD. Annual Impact Report provides the data
and narrative for Anand to demonstrate and be
recognized for his sustainability leadership.

we can help LEIGH
BASELINE. Using our analysis and assessment across
more than 100 ESG criteria, we’ll deliver the data
and details so Leigh can confidently demonstrate
the impact of her strategy.
BENCHMARK. We’ll spot growth areas by seeing
how her strategies stack up relative to industry
peers and partners.
ACCELERATE. Through our partnership with the
United Nations Global Sustainability Index Institute,
we’ll explore SDG-aligned impact investments and
other financial products to diversify financial
returns.

we can help YOU
1. BASELINE your current CSR.
2. BENCHMARK against peers.
3. ACCELERATE outcomes.
4. LEAD confidently with the
global goals in your industry.

It’s no surprise United Way can help you.
Delivering impact is in our DNA.
WHY UNITED WAY?
For 130 years, we have
strengthened communities
around the world at an
unmatched scale,
impacting millions of lives
every year.

EACH YEAR WE MOBILIZE

$5BN 1,800 40
donations

60,000

communities

corporate partners

countries

8M 3M
donors

volunteers

Our 2018 outcomes support the global goals
7 out of 10

607,008

64% of individuals

3,565,353

195,434

1,372,535

3,536,458

468,054

individuals increased
disposable income

individuals accessed
food and wellness

individuals accessed
healthcare services

children received
literacy support

individuals engaged
in local meetings

individuals received
job skills training

increased wages

individuals accessed
affordable housing,
financial products,
and services

$30,000
CORE PACKAGE
starting at

$15,000
BESPOKE SERVICES
starting at
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WHERE ARE YOU NOW?
We’ll dive-in to
understand your
current CSR program.

WHO ARE YOUR PEERS?
Data across 130+ ESG
criteria will reveal
opportunities to
improve so you can
measure what matters.

HOW TO GROW?
We’ll equip you with
strategies, partnerships,
and resources to get
you where you want to
go and grow.

WHAT’S THE IMPACT?
We monitor portfolio
performance and
provide narrative and
details to streamline
reporting so you can
lead with confidence.

What we do: Clarify where you are
1. BASELINE
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We’ll dive-in to
understand your
current CSR program.

1. In-person discovery to understand
and assess your current CSR goals,
aspirations, operations, stakeholders,
culture, pains, gains.
2. Diagnostics. Our partner, the United
Nations Global Sustainability Index
Institute analyses companies across
100+ ESG criteria to establish a
baseline sourced from annual reports,
media impact, analyst perception
and financial performance.
3. Analysis of current position.

What we do: Reveal opportunities
1. ESG positioning relative to peers and
industry partners.
2. Gap Analysis to explain any variance
between where you are and where
you want to be.
3. Translate ESG growth potential into
recommendations and action plan.
Data across 100+ ESG
criteria will reveal
opportunities to
improve so you can
measure what matters.

Ability to execute
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Completeness of CSR Vision

What we do: Equip you to go and grow
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1. Impact Plan: We’ll create an impact plan with a mix
of impact funds and partners to take the complexity
out of the SDGs and accelerate achievement of
business goals.
2. Impact Funds: We vet, monitor, and manage
community partners so you can deliver the impact
your company cares about.

We’ll equip you with
3. Impact Investments: Through our partnership with the
strategies, partnerships,
United Nations Global Sustainability Index Institute,
and resources to get
we’ll explore SDG-aligned impact investments and
you where you want to
other financial products to diversify financial returns.
go and grow.

What we do: Lead with impact
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1. Impact Report: Update of fund performance
and advice on any changes to consider.

CSR Goals

2. Bespoke analysis: Additional analysis could
include materiality analysis or resources flows
between CSR goals, Outcomes and SDGs.

We monitor portfolio
performance and
provide narrative and
details to streamline
reporting so you can
lead with confidence.

3. Narrative and data: We’ll provide sentiment
analysis and narrative highlights so you can
show credible impact without the overhead
and lead time of cultivating partnerships.

Outcomes
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SDGs

8

What’s next?

We’re ready to help you.
Andrew Courtney
United Way
andrew.courtney@unitedway.org
703 836.7100 x336

